Appion - Bug #5888

imgRejector2 hide exemplar images

07/11/2018 01:19 PM - Anchi Cheng

Status: Won't Fix or Won't Do
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Anchi Cheng
Category:
Target version: Appion/Leginon 3.4
Affected Version: Appion/Leginon 3.3
Show in known bugs: No

Description
Sometimes a bad image is put in exemplar for showing it to people. Image rejection should retain that.

Associated revisions
Revision e1011691 - 07/11/2018 01:16 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #5888

Revision d9833fdf - 07/11/2018 01:41 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #5888

History
#1 - 07/11/2018 01:22 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Affected Version changed from Appion/Leginon 3.4 to Appion/Leginon 3.3

Will retain the aligned images in exemplar but leave unaligned as is.

#2 - 07/11/2018 10:08 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Status changed from New to Won't Fix or Won't Do

Decide to let this bug unfixed because it is hard to make a general rule that works for both hiding and unhiding.

Exemplar will also be hidden now with 27c18e7d change.